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Abstract
This paper addresses medical image compression, as more and more medical images are digitized, economical and effective 
data compression technologies are needed to minimize the storage volume of medical database in hospitals. In this paper, 
the Region of Interest (ROI) – representing the diseased part - in a medical image is segmented using active contours. The 
ROI extracted are then compressed using lossless compression to maintain the integrity. A novel Biorthogonal wavelet and 
Embedded ZeroTree (EZW) is proposed for compression technique. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 
method significantly improves the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) for the medical image compression.

Keywords: Medical Images, Image Compression, Region of Interest, Active Contour, Biorthogonal Wavelets, Embedded 
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1. Introduction
Modern radiology techniques give medical information to 
radiologists to diagnose diseases and to determine appro-
priate treatment. Such information should be acquired 
through medical imaging procedures. As more and more 
medical images are digitized, economical and effective data 
compression technologies are needed to minimize of digi-
tal image data mass volume in hospitals [1]. Compression 
schemes can be categorized into two categories: lossless 
and lossy compressions. Lossless image compression is 
achieved if original input image is recovered perfectly from 
compressed data while lossy image compression cannot 
regenerate original image data. Lossy image compression, 
can maintain most details of original image, useful for 
diagnosis. Precise image detail preservation is not strictly 
required as an image’s degraded portion is usually often not 
visible to humans. But lossy image compression is not com-

monly used in clinical practice/diagnosis because even with 
slight loss of data, it is possible for physicians/radio logists 
to miss critical diagnostic information that is needed for 
diagnosis of a patient [2].

Historically, medical image compression was investi-
gated by researchers working in the image and video coding 
fields. Consequently, technological growth in this field is a 
 by- product of progress in the more general field of natural 
image and video coding. There is no golden rule: different 
coding algorithms fit different types of images and scenarios 
best. Depending on imaging modalities and applications, 
some are better suited than others to fulfil certain targets 
in terms of compression factor or with respect to a desired 
functionality. A challenging requirement concerns the visu-
ally lossless mode.

Compression is not about storage costs alone. It is also 
about transmission time, imaging apparatus utilisation and 
the patient’s convenience/comfort. Compression techniques 
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by reducing file size and transmission time can thereby 
improve overall care. Image compression techniques take 
advantage of any occurring redundancy. There are differ-
ent redundancy types and each compression methodology 
exploits one of these. The different redundancy types are 
spatial, temporal and spectral.

Present compression schemes have high compression 
rates when quality loss can be afforded. But physicians 
cannot afford deficiencies in image regions which are 
important, known as Regions of Interest (ROIs). An 
approach which brings high compression rates accompa-
nied by good quality in ROIs is needed. A common idea 
is to preserve quality in diagnostically critical regions  
while allowing lossy encoding of other regions. The 
research’s aim focuses on ROI coding to ensure use of mul-
tiple and arbitrarily shaped ROIs in images, with arbitrary 
weights describing the importance for each ROI including 
background (i.e. image regions not of ROI) so that latter 
regions can be represented by varying levels of quality [3].

Various compression methods for retaining maximum 
energy have been proposed in literature, improving the 
compression ratio. To overcome the limitations of lossy 
compression, ROI of the image is compressed using different 
techniques. In compression techniques using wavelet trans-
forms, a low pass and a high pass filter are so chosen that 
it halves the frequency range between them. Compression 
algorithms include Shapiro’s EZW (Embedded Zerotree 
Wavelet) [4], the SPIHT (Set partitioning in Hierarchical 
Trees) [5], and SPECK (Set Partitioning Embedded Block) 
[6]. These algorithms rely on embedded coding for an 
embedded binary flow, a progressive data transmission 
allowing image reconstruction through various compres-
sion ratios.

Tamilarasi et al. [7] proposed an approach, a wavelet 
based contourlet image compression algorithm that endea-
vours while preserving the diagnostic integrity, to decrease 
the transmission cost. Superior performance of contourlet 
transform is revealed in current reports on natural image 
compression. The essential part (ROI) in the diagnosis 
of medical images is divided from the other parts of the 
image by implementing neural network based fuzzy logic 
technique using a comparison of the test image with the 
training patterns and next, in order to improve the visual 
quality, the resultant image is optimized by applying con-
tourlet transform. In order to obtain the compressed image 
the resultant image Huffman coding is applied. Jilani  
et al. [8] proposed a novel method for image processing that 
is a fuzzy optimization design based on neural networks. 

Approximately 30% more accuracy in retrieving image was 
obtained by the Embedded zero tree wavelet coding with 
fuzzy Back propagation artificial networks when compared 
to the existing EZW coding system.

Christophe et al. [9] focused on the optimization of 
a full wavelet compression system. Every step is studied 
and optimized in the compression algorithm. With the 
 near- optimal decomposition, two effective compression 
methods based on zerotree coding (EZW and SPIHT) are 
adapted that reveals the best tree structure. With the adap-
tation of JPEG 2000, the performances are compared on 
six different areas presenting various statistical properties 
for hyperspectral images. Shingate et al. [10] proposed to 
compress an image into a bit stream with improving accu-
racy with EZW encoder based on progressive encoding. 
Using the EZW scheme coding of an image is performed 
along with few optimizations results in an image compres-
sor that is amazingly efficient possessing the property of 
compressed data stream with any bit rate preferred. Using 
an EZW encoder, lossless compression is also possible but 
the results obtained are with only less spectacular. Hence, 
the proposed approach uses zero tree structure of wavelet 
coefficients in effective manner resulting in superior com-
pression ratio and best PSNR and SNR. Babu et al. [11] 
proposed an approach using Partial EZW Algorithm for 
an enhanced image compression method. The difficulty 
of EZW which tends to lose its effectiveness of lower bit 
planes transmission is prevailed over by the proposed 
Partial EZW Algorithm. Additionally, the incorporation 
of wavelet transformation and region of interest coding to 
Partial EZW is included in this paper and therefore a best 
coder is obtained than the EZW and SPIHT Algorithm. 
The results are proved and validated. The proposed coder 
in terms of PSNR and CR reveals better performance for 
medical images.

Symmetric image border extension achieves better 
compression than periodic extension. The DWT require 
symmetric filters for using  non- expansive, symmetric 
extensions, thus, orthogonal wavelets are not feasible for 
image compression as orthogonality and symmetry can-
not be simultaneously possessed [12]. The capability of 
symmetric extension with biorthogonal wavelets achieves 
better performance for image compression applications.

In this paper, it is proposed to segment ROI using Active 
Contour. A novel Biorthogonal wavelet and Embedded 
ZeroTree (EZW) wavelet coding is proposed for compres-
sion technique. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
section 2 deals with related works, section 3 explains the 
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techniques used in this paper, section 4 tabulate the results 
and section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Active Contour
From the introduction of snakes [13], active contours 
were applied to various problems, like image segmenta-
tion, feature extraction and image registration. The first 
 active- contour methods were  edge- based, using function-
als which depended on image response to an edge filter  
[14, 15] such that the size of motion forces derived 
from functionals is small when edge strength is large. 
Segmentation with an  edge- based active contour can be 
affected by edge detector problems.

In active contour systems, a contour is generally associ-
ated with minimal energy when a contour coincides with 
segmented object boundary. Widely used energy types 
rely on boundary curve smoothness and on image fea-
tures. Image features refer to the edge strength, yielding 
 edge- based active contours, or to the region’s characteristics 
occupied by processed image objects, yielding  region- based 
active contours. The segmentation process begins with 
an initial contour received automatically or through user 
interaction and is evolved toward object boundaries under 
forces derived from the energy, energy minimization being 
accomplished by gradient descent.

The energy types usually rely on boundary curve 
smoothness and on image features. The segmentation pro-
cess begins with an automatic contour or through user 
interaction. This contour is evolved in the direction of 
object boundaries under forces derived from the energy and 
the energy minimization is obtained by  gradient descent. 
The  active- contour methods are mostly  edge- based, using 
functionals which depends on image response to an edge 
filter [16].

The basic Active model is given by

where, c+ and c- are constant unknowns representing the 
average value of u0 inside and outside the curve, respec-
tively. The parameters 0m >  and , 0l l+ − >  are weights for 
the regularizing term and the fitting term, respectively. The 
above model can be rewritten as

for the level set formation where, 

2.2. Biorthogonal Wavelets
A complete Biorthogonal wavelets family is built through 
variations of the three lifting stages:

2.2.1 Split
Other choices but Lazy wavelets are possible as initial split. 
A general alternative is Haar wavelet transform.

2.2.2 Predict
In the parlance of wavelets, prediction establishes the num-
ber of vanishing moments (N) of a dual wavelet. It can also 
be stated that if the original signal is a polynomial of degree 
less than N, all wavelet coefficients are zero.

2.2.3 Update
In wavelet terminology, update establishes vanishing 
moment’s number (e N) of primary l wavelet. It means that 
the transform preserves first e N moments of j sequences.

Wavelets are a class of functions which satisfy spe-
cific mathematical requirements and represent data or 
various other functions. Using this superposition of 
functions to approximate other functions is not new. In 
the 1800s, Joseph Fourier discovered that any periodic 
function could be expressed as sum of sines and cosines; 
which today is Fourier analysis. Wavelets are extensions 
of Fourier analysis. Wavelet analysis aims to turn signal 
information into numbers—coefficients—which can be 
manipulated, stored, transmitted, analyzed, or reconstruct 
the original signal.

The Biorthogonal scaling function is given by [17]:
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2.3. Embedded ZeroTree (EZW)
Embedded ZeroTree wavelet coding is an effective, compu-
tationally inexpensive technique to compress images [18]. 
The principles of computation algorithm are (1) wavelet 
pyramid decomposition of image, (2) partial ordering of 
transform coefficients by highest bit plane of magnitude, 
with ordering information being encoded by a set partition-
ing algorithm reproduced at the decoder, (3) ordered bit 
plane transmission of refinement bits, and (4) exploitation 
of  self- similarity of image wavelet pyramid decomposition 
across different scales.

An EZW encoder is specially designed for use with 
wavelet transforms. This is the reason why it includes 
‘wavelet’ in its name. The encoder was basically designed to 
operate on images (2D-signals) but could also be used for 
other dimensional signals.

The EZW encoder is founded on progressive encod-
ing to compress images into bit streams with improved 
accuracy. This means that when more bits are added to 
the stream, the decoded image would contain many more 
details, a characteristic similar to JPEG encoded images.

The EZW encoder is based on two observations:

1. Natural images have a low pass spectrum. When an 
image is wavelet transformed, the sub bands energy 
decreases as scale decreases (low scale means high 
resolution); hence wavelet coefficients will be smaller 
in the higher sub bands on average than in lower sub 
bands. This proves that progressive encoding is an auto-
matic choice to compress wavelet transformed images, 
as higher sub bands only provide more details;

2.	 Large	 wavelet	 coefficients	 carry	 more	 importance	
than	smaller	wavelet	coefficients

Embedded zeroTree wavelet algorithm (EZW) is a  simple 
and effective image compression algorithm, with a charac-
teristic that bits in a bit stream are generated in an order of 
importance, to yield a fully embedded code which in turn 
represents a sequence of binary decisions distinguishing an 
image from a “null” image. With an embedded coding algo-
rithm, an encoder terminates encoding at any given time 
allowing a target rate/target distortion metric to be met on 
the dot. Also, with a bit stream, a decoder can cease decod-
ing at any time in a bit stream but still produce the same 
exact image which would have been encoded at a bit rate 
matching a truncated bit stream. In addition to production 
of a fully embedded bit stream, EZW  regularly provides 

competitive compression results with all  compression 
algorithms on test images. What is surprising is that 
this is achieved by a technique requiring no training, no 
 pre- stored tables or codebooks, and no prior knowledge of 
image source.

The major steps in generating  zero- tree are:

1. Determining threshold T for iteration.
2. Scanning the image and comparing coefficient mag-

nitude with respect to T. Within the  quad- tree in the 
sub bands, coefficients are roots of  zero- trees.

3. Scanning through coefficients to generate a symbol 
representing the coefficient sign if its magnitude is 
greater than T. For  zero- trees, a  zero- tree symbol is 
put out at the root, to identify the whole  quad- tree 
as zero. The scan order ensures that approximation 
signal is first scanned, followed by sub bands.

4. Coefficients exceeding the threshold in present itera-
tion is set to zero as later iterations, need to only send 
the coefficient sign once; but successive iterations add 
bits to the coefficient  en- coding leading to better and 
highly accurate value

5.	 Refining	threshold	by	reducing	it	by	half	and	iterat-
ing	it	through	steps	2-4.

As  Zero- tree represents visually less significant image 
regions, watermark bits can be placed at  zero- tree  coefficient 
without visual degradation of original image quality. As 
 zero- tree and watermark are both scattered over the image, 
the image is thus made robust.

3. Results and Discussion
The proposed method was evaluated in MATLAB platform. 
Figure 1 shows the input and output for different medical 
images where the mask for the ROI between the important 
space and the  non- important space is computed. Figure 2 
shows the extracted ROI and Non ROI part of the image.

Figure 3 shows the Non ROI image after compression.
The bits per pixel obtained are tabulated as shown in 

Table 1 and is compared with SPITH.
Using EZW method, the medical image is segmented 

into ROI and non ROI, it is seen that the significantly 
improved Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is obtained. 
A higher value of PSNR means that the ratio of Signal to 
Noise is higher. The ‘signal’ refers to the original image, and 
the ‘noise’ is the error in reconstruction of the image.
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4. Conclusion
To overcome the limitations of lossy compression, ROI of 
the image is compressed using different techniques. It was 
proposed to segment ROI using Active Contour and apply 
Biorthogonal wavelet and Embedded ZeroTree (EZW) 
for compressing the image. Experimental results obtained 
from the proposed methods were encouraging. After test-
ing the algorithm on different image it was seen that the 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is consistently in the 
region of 40 which is very feasible.
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